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ABSTRACT

This thesis r~ports research investigating the dfect of practice on the operutil1n of

an explicitly swted ruk. Suhjects were furnished with an easy. sufficient additive

rule and given pmctice classifying pictures of imaginary animals into two

categories. Following practice. subjects showed a stn)ng similarity effect: They

were faster and more accurate <It classifying positive matches (new items in the

same category as the most similar ol(~ item) than negative matches (new items in

the opposite category to the most similar old item). suggesting that memory for

specific prior episodes played an important role in applying the ruk. Suhjects

were nnt always wrong on the m:gative m2tch~s, and wen:: usually immediatdy

aware of any mistakes they did make, suggesting that the rule had not heen

ahandoned but may have served a monitoring function. Mnemonically distinctive

stimuli are prohably important for episode-hased responding since these effects did

not occur when the items were presented as written lists of features. When

subjects were stressing accunlcy. and paying a large premium in response times.

the negative match effect remained, while fewer than hulf the suhjects considered

similarity to old items when questioned about the cause of their errors, suggesting

th"t the episodic information can have effects without subjects' awareness.

However, a similarity strategy can he under strategic control as shown when the

rule was manipulated so that information from prior experitmce was in opposition

to the present rule information for m:arly all the items. Additionally, negative
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matches W~rt: more disrupting if se~n in th~ context of predominantly old itcms.

these episodic dfects werl helpful when the rule was not p~rkdy predicti\·c. and

the classification decisions of third grade children were slrikingl~ similar to those

of the adults suggesting that children of this age group wert: employing a similar

halance hetween the use of the ahstract and episodic. informatilln. Whitt: some

previous accounts of categorization suggest that episode-based responding is

importrtnt only before subjects develop a rule:: or som~ othcr rdiahk hasis of

categorization the current results suggest that, for some common types of ;-;timuli.

similarity to prior episodes may become more important with pra~lice.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Learning to classify items into new cat~gories represents an important pan

of learning new skills. Medical students must learn to diagnose di~~ase categorie~

in ord.er to apply the proper treatment, mathematics students must learn 10

recognize categories of word problems in order to apply the appropriate formulae

to solve them, and statistics students must learn to recognize different sorts of

experimental designs in order to apply appropriate analyses. Wh~n a student is

first starting out. a resource available to help with these decisions i:, the similarity

hetween a new problem and one of the exemplar problems used in instruction. But

a prevalent assumption in the concept learning field hus been that as i1 person

becomes increasingly familiar with a category. classification on the hasis of

simiklrity to specific items quickly becomes less important, while c,'nct:ntrating on

the key diagnostic characteristics of the category take over the iion's share of lhe

classification procedure. This thesis reports a research program that questions this

assumpti~m. The main question being asked is: "What happens when a person is

given a rule to use and then given a chance to practice that rule'?"

One can imagine two extreme answers to this question. The first is thut

with practice the idiosyncratic item information quickly drops out and the person

simply hecomes faster amI more accurate at npplying the rule. If this were the

case, then apart from an initial training period. there should he no ~ffect of specific
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it~ms on classification p~rforl11ance. The opposite extreme answer is thaI after

practice with a sufficient number of examplc::s, a library of instances is built up in

memory which is used in classifying noyd examples on the basis of analogy to

these known items. If this were th~ case, then once °a sufficient storehouse of

instances is built up. the specific prior episodes will be 'doing all the work and the

original rule would have no part in classification performance. The use of specitie

episodes would be mimicking the effects of rule use.

The most interesting question, of course, is about the conditions under

which one approaches either extreme. This thesis is an attempt to address some of

the questions regarding what controls learning and processing in category learning

situations in which one starts with a serviceable verbal statement of the

classification criteria. Answers to these questions would be of interest in

situations, such as medicine and other areas of formal expertise, in which learners

receive explicit instruction in how to categorize stimuli.

The Background Literature

The task domain defined by this problem falls between two well

researched areas. It is related to concept learning in that in both the type of rule

learning explored here and in concept learning studies, people me learning to

classify items into categories. However, in concept learning research, subjects ar~

not given an adequate classification rule before they begin. The same is true in the

problem solving literature. Seen from the perspective of the traditional concept

learning and problem solving literatur~s, all the action has already taken ptac~



once the subjects have been told how to calcuhllt the answer. Although in formal

instruction In a probl~m solving domain subj~cts may be told how to calculate an

answer. it is usually a difficult process which requires much practice to apply

correctly to generate the proper solution. That is not true of the present studies.

However, many of the issues in concept n:search are still closely related to

the current approach and should be addressed. Smhh and Medin (198 I)

introduced a classification of theoretical approaches to concept learning that has

become standard.

The classical view. Early. research in concept formation took the form of

requiring subjects to induce rules from presentations of items with feedhack (e.g.

Bruner. Goodnow, & Austin. 1(56). The subject would be presented with a series

of examples, usually consisting of a set of four discrete dimensions (e.g. shape of

items. number of items, colour of items, number of horders) each with two or three

discrete values (e.g. circle, triangle, or square; I, 2, or 3; green, red, or black). The

task facing the subject was to try to classify each of the items as it was presented.

With practice, and feedback on every trial, the subject was meant to induce the

underlying c1assitication rule. This was seen as a reasonable mmlt:l of how people

learned to classify objects. The specific point of argument in their work was that

peoplt: were accomplishing this task by a process of hypothesis testing rather than

the process of accumulating differential habit strength to stimulus elements, as

advocated by the behaviourists. BUI the underlying assumption common to both

views was that learning a concept was mainly a process of learning what elements

of the stimuli were essential for correct categorization. Bruner. Goodnow. and



Austin's 1956 book "A Study of Thinking" contemled thut both adults and children

learned to apply categorization ruks to specific examples and that through the

pn::sentmion of many examples with feedback one could induce the underlying

rules. Thus their rest::arch dealt with how people could learn different types of,

rules, what strategies were used, how difficult differt::nt iogical forms of rules were

and so on. The rules were defined by a set of criterial features that were necessary

and sufficient for classification. This type of representation would allow for

elegant, dticient representation of concepts. This has been called u classical vie\\

of concept learning and representation because the emphasis on discovering the

necessary and sufficient conditions for membership in a concept has historically

been a dominant concern in both philosophy und psychology (Smith & Medin.

1981).

There were a number of problems with the classical view (see Smith &

Medin, 1981 for a detailed discussion). One of the most notable was the consistent

failure to find necessary and sufficient features for many natural categories. If the

process of classification is based on these features, they should be available.

however that appears not to be the case. Further problems for the classical vie\\'

come from the existence of a gradt'" typicality structure (e.g. a robin is considered

n more typical bird than an ostrich) and unciem cases (e.g. is a rug furniture'!.

Medin & Smith, 1984). According to a classical view all members are equally

good members providing they possess the singly necessary and jointly sufficknt

f~aturt::s for m~mbership. Thi;.; teatur~ of classically defined calegories also



excludes unclear cases -- if the necessary amI sufficient features are present thl'

exemplar is a member of the category. if they are not it is not a member.

The probabilistic view. In rc:sponse to the problems of the classical vic\\'

with natural categories, Rosch (1973. 1975a, 1975b, 1978) and her colleauucs. -
(Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem. 1976:

Rosch, Simpson, & Miller, 1976) developed a probabilistic view of natural

categories. Instead of requiring adequate knowledge of a concept to be a set of

necessary and sufficient defining features, people wen~ held to normally learn a

large set of features that were characteristic of, but not necessary for the concept.

The basis for categori:t.ltion was hdd to be the accumulation of a sulTicienr

numb",r of these characteristic features to distinguish the target concept from othc:r

plausible concepts. This form of knowledge would account for the facl that peopk

normally acted as if some concept members wen~ hetter than others, behaviour th,tl

was difficult to account for if membership were determined by singly necessary

and jointly sufficient membership conditions, Although Rosch and her collcagucs

were careful to not specify a theory of representation, a popular form of modc:1

based on their work was that. through exposure to many items, some form of

<werage or prototype was abstracted that consisted of all of the characteristic

features. New items were assigned to a category on the hasis of their relative

similarity to the prototype of various categories. As with the classical vie\\'.

subjects in learning experiments conducted under this view wert~ never given

classification rules when studying category learning, in this case h~cause of the


























































































































































































